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design concept 
closeness to clouds

As a general design concept, we want to communicate 
“closeness to clouds” in all of our assets and units.  

It’s something that should embody everything we create. 
All of our main assets are based around this idea. 
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gradient 
enter the cloud

illustrations 
understand the cloud

symbol 
activate the cloud

images 
cloud perspective

typography 
emphasize the cloud

motion 
infinite clouds

design concept 
closeness to clouds
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design system 
hierarchy

The Binero design system consists of three main pillars. Our most 
treasured and recognizable asset is our symbol. The second most 
recognizable asset is our gradient / color scheme. The third main 

pillar is our typography. Furthermore we have our images, illustrations 
and icons that will work as key identifiers.
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symbol gradient / colors typography / tonality images illustrations icons

design system 
hierarchy
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logotypes
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symbol
activate the cloud

Our symbol is the most unique, recognizable and 
treasured asset. It represents the clouds above the earth. 
The server beneath the ground. The protective shell that 
surrounds us. The sustainable mindset that puts a smile 

on our faces. It’s the core of who we are. 
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Symbol Wordmark Lockup Split

Our logotypes can be used in four different ways. The symbol, the wordmark, 
the lockup and the split. The type of unit you’re creating defines what type of 

logotype usage is needed. See “best practice” for reference.
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All of our logotypes comes in three different colors. Follow the alternatives 
pictured above. Do not use any other color combination.

Black symbol on  
light backgrounds.

Black symbol on  
gradient backgrounds.

White symbol on  
dark backgrounds.

Red symbol on  
imagery.
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The symbol consists of to half circles. One large and one small. It’s based on 
a 16x16 grid. The corners are rounded to create a more inviting look.
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The clear space for the symbol should be at least one small half circle 
around all sides of the symbol.
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16:9 
(digital)

9:16 
(digital)

1:1 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

When applying the symbol on different units, use the calculation 
above to get the right size of the symbol.
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SoMe Icon App Icon Favicon

When used as digital icons, copy the placement 
and sizes above.
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inter emphesize  
(weight 572)

The wordmark has been created using “inter emphasize”. Its weight is 572. 
Always use the provided logotypes when using the wordmark.
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The clear space for the workmark should be at least one “o” 
around all sides of the symbol.
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16:9 
(digital)

9:16 
(digital)

1:1 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

When applying the wordmark on different units, use the calculations 
above to get the right size of the wordmark.
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The lockup consists of the symbol and the wordmark. Here, the symbol matches 
the weight of the wordmark, creating a harmonious lockup. 
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The clear space for the lockup should be at least one symbol 
around all sides of the lockup.
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16:9 
(digital)

9:16 
(digital)

1:1 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

When applying the lockup on different units, use the calculations 
above to get the right size of the lockup.
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When used in banners with a button at the bottom, the lockup is placed in the top part 
of the format. It should have two lockups above as clear space. For more banners, see 

the 201222_binero_banners_template document.
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The split, much like the lockup, consists of the symbol and the wordmark, but here it’s 
used in a different way. The symbol is placed at the top and the wordmark is placed at 

the bottom of the unit. The wordmark should be twice the width of the symbol.
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The clear space for the split should be set the same 
way as when they are individually used.
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16:9 
(digital) 

1920x1080

26 px

52 px

52 px

52 px

When applying the split on different units, use the measurements above to 
get the right size of each part. This may vary depending on different units, 

but use the same placement ratios to set it up. 
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40 px

80 px

80 px

80 px

9:16
(digital) 

1080x1920

When applying the split on different units, use the measurements above to 
get the right size of each part. This may vary depending on different units, 

but use the same placement ratios to set it up. 
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40 px

80 px

80 px

80 px

1:1
(digital) 

1080x1080

When applying the split on different units, use the measurements above to 
get the right size of each part. This may vary depending on different units, 

but use the same placement ratios to set it up. 
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A-series 
(print) 

210x297

8 mm

16 mm

16 mm 16 mm

16 mm

When applying the split on different units, use the measurements above to 
get the right size of each part. This may vary depending on different units, 

but use the same placement ratios to set it up. 
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When used in banners, the split logotypes are generally larger than in other formats, but the 
relation between them are still the same. They should both have two wordmarks above/below as 

clear space. For more banners, see the 201222_binero_banners_template document.
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colors / 
gradients
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RGB 255 0 40
# ff0028 

CMYK 0 100 90 0 
PMS 185 C  

PMS Red 032 U

RGB 0 0 0
# 000000 

CMYK 0 0 0 100 
PMS Black 7 C 
PMS Black 6 U

main colors

gradient colors background colors (web only)

background colors

RGB 255 255 255
# ffffff 

CMYK 0 0 0 0 

RGB 255 232 232
# ffe8e8 

CMYK 0 10 5 0 

RGB 255 248 248
# fff8f8 

  

RGB 248 238 238
# f8eeee 

CMYK 0 5 5 0 

RGB 250 245 245
# faf5f5 

  

RGB 255 235 277
# ffebe3 

CMYK 0 8 8 0 

RGB 255 248 243
# fff8f3 

  

RGB 255 242 222
# fff2de 

CMYK 0 5 10 0 

RGB 255 251 242
# fffbf2 

  

RGB 255 0 40
# ff0028 

CMYK 0 100 90 0 
PMS 185 C  

PMS Red 032 U

RGB 255 144 127
# ff907f 

CMYK 0 50 35 0 
PMS 2445 C 
PMS 2445 U

RGB 255 226 212
# ffe2d4 

CMYK 0 12 12 0 
PMS 7605 C
PMS 7605 U

RGB 255 237 186
# ffedba 

CMYK 0 5 30 0  
PMS 7506 C
PMS 7506 U

We use three main colors – red, black and white. To create the gradients we 
use the red and a corall, a pink and a yellow. We also have a set of background 

colors. One for regular use, and one for web only.
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RGB 255 0 40
# ff0028 

CMYK 0 100 90 0 
PMS 185 C  

PMS Red 032 U

RGB 0 0 0
# 000000 

CMYK 0 0 0 100 
PMS Black 7 C 
PMS Black 6 U

RGB 255 54 85
# ff3655 

CMYK 0 90 60 0

RGB 29 29 29
# 1d1d1d 

CMYK 0 0 0 88 

RGB 255 81 108
# ff516c 

CMYK 0 80 40 0

RGB 58 58 58
# 3a3a3a 

CMYK 0 0 0 76

RGB 255 108 131
# ff6c83 

CMYK 0 70 30 0

RGB 86 86 86
# 565656 

CMYK 0 0 0 64

RGB 255 134 153
# ff8699 

CMYK 0 60 20 0

RGB 115 115 115
# 737373 

CMYK 0 0 0 52

RGB 255 161 176
# ffa1b0 

CMYK 0 50 15 0

RGB 144 144 144
# 909090 

CMYK 0 0 0 40

RGB 255 188 199
# ffbcc7 

CMYK 0 30 10 0

RGB 173 173 173
# adadad 

CMYK 0 0 0 28

RGB 255 215 221
# ffd7dd 

CMYK 0 20 5 0

RGB 201 201 201
# c9c9c9 

CMYK 0 0 0 16

RGB 255 242 244
# fff2f4 

CMYK 0 10 0 0

RGB 230 230 230
# e6e6e6 

CMYK 0 0 0 8

diagram colors version 1

diagram colors version 2

To create diagrams, we have two different spectrums. 
A red spectrum and a black spectrum. 
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gradient
enter the cloud

This is one of the key components of the whole 
identity. It’s with the gradient we really step in 
to the cloud. The gradient is always changing. 

Unique and full of possibilities.
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We have 15 different sets of gradients. Each gradient set 
has a landscape version and a portrait version. 

1

7

13

2

8

14

3

9

15

4

10

5

11

6

12
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16:9 
(digital)

9:16 
(digital)

1:1 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

Select the one most similar to your format. For 16:9, use landscape. For 9:16, use portrait. 
For 1:1, use either landscape or portrait. For the A-series (standing), use portrait. 
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gradient 
11 portrait

gradient 
11 portrait

gradient 
11 portrait

gradient 
11 portrait

gradient 
11 portrait

Each gradient version can be cropped to create “new” gradients. Here you see 5 different 
croppings of “number 11 portrait”. It’s also possible to flip the gradient horisontally and vertically. 

Just make sure there’s some red and white present in each new cropping. 
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typography
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typography
emphasize the cloud

Another key component of our identity is the way we  
use typography. By highlighting specific words, we create 
instant recognition of what we want to communicate and 

who’s sending the message.
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typeface
inter

variable typeface (preferred)

inter emphasize (weight 572)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter text (weight 300)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter subhead (weight 452)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter extra (weight 300, slant -10)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

non-variable typeface 

inter semibold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

inter light italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

fallback typeface 

arial bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

arial regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)

arial italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZÅÖÄÖ
0123456789 (!”#€%&/=?^*<>+.,:;_-—)
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inter text (weight 300) inter emphasize (weight 572)

Leading: 
Set to (Auto) or 
120% of font size 
e.g. 
Font size: 11 pt 
Leading: 13,2 pt (11x1,2) 

inter text (weight 300)

inter text (weight 300)

we shape clouds 
for your sustainable 

progress

Our main message/header on each unit should always be big and centre aligned. 
We use “inter text” for all text, with one word highlighted in “inter emphasize”. 

Leading should be (Auto) or 120% of font size. 
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we shape  
clouds 
for your  

sustainable 
progress

sustainable 
clouds,  

shaped in 
sweden.

We shape  
clouds 
for your  

sustainable 
progress.

Our main message/header should always be in lowercase characters (example 1+2). Only use 
punctuation if it’s two or more sentences, or if you use a comma. (example 2). Don’t mix upper- and 

lowercase letters and don’t use punctuation if it’s only one sentence (example 3).

example 1 
all lowercase.

no punktuation.

example 2 
all lowercase.

with punktuation.

example 3
don’t mix uppercase and lowercase 

and use of punktuation.
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Use black typography on light backgrounds and gradients.  
Use white typography on dark backgrounds. Use red typography on imagery. 

Black typography on  
light backgrounds.

Black typography on  
gradient backgrounds.

White typography on  
dark backgrounds.

Red typography on  
imagery.
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16:9 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

When creating a main message headline/ad, use large typography. 
Place it in the centre of the unit. 

we shape clouds 
for your sustainable 

progress

we shape  
clouds  
for your  

sustainable  
progress
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16:9 
(digital)

A-series 
(print)

When using body copy, try to have a centre aligned headline, 
and two (or more) columns of left aligned body copy.
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On digital units, it’s possible to use the motion of the variable typeface.  
The word you want to highlight can gradually get bolder, from 300 to 572 in weight.

we shape  
clouds 
for your  

sustainable 
progress

we shape  
clouds 
for your  

sustainable 
progress

inter text (weight 300) inter emphesize (weight 572)
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icons
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Our icons are designed to match the typeface (Inter Regular). They are mainly used 
in the menu on the website. They are created in a 18x18 grid. 
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All icons should be made in two different colors.  
Our main black and our main red. 
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motion
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motion
infinite clouds

The sky is infinite. No beginning and no end. 
Around and around it goes. So should our 

motion be perceived. With a calm transition. 
An endless loop.
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big ring clockwise, little ring anticlockwise. 

big ring anticlockwise, little ring clockwise. 

Our symbol can be animated in two different ways. The two rings should preferably be rotating 
with different speeds. They should never rotate in the same direction.
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The symbol animation can also be applied to the lockup.
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When creating motion with the gradient, you should never be able to tell 
where it begins and where it ends. It should be an endless loop. Try to mimic 

the motion of real clouds. Calm and peaceful.
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images / 
illustrations
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images
cloud perspective

Our images are based around perspectives.  
We focus. Observe. Gather information. Analyse.  

Look up, beyond what’s in front of you. 
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categories
cloud perspective

focus human urban nature

We have four different categories of images. Focus, urban and nature are more 
emotionally charged. They represent our view of the world. What we strive to do and 

who we are. Human is a more descriptive category, showing humans interact with 
each other and the world. The view should always be upward.
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Focus is the category where we see the analysing eye. Studying the world and 
finding the possibilities. The eye(s) should be looking up towards the sky.

search words for unsplash and pexels (by itself or combined with another word): 
eye, looking, looking up, vision, human eye, etc.
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Human is the category where we see people interact with each other and with the world.  
The subject should always be portrayed angled from below. The camera is looking up towards 

the sky. The subjects should be diverse in gender, age, skin color, physical apperence etc.

search words for unsplash and pexels (by itself or combined with another word): 
human, people, person, boy, girl, woman, man, male, female,  

portrait, from below, frog perspective, looking up, low angle, etc.
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search words for unsplash and pexels (by itself or combined with another word): 
city, building, urban, office, from below, frog perspective, looking up, low angle, sweden, 

stockholm, gothenburg,  etc.

Urban is the category where we see the buildings of our clients. The subject should 
always be portrayed angled from below. The camera is looking up towards the sky. 

The buildings should feel Scandinavian.
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Nature is the category where we see trees from below. We use this when talking 
about sustainability. The camera is looking up towards the sky.

search words for unsplash and pexels (by itself or combined with another word): 
forrest, tree, wood, from below, frog perspective, looking up, low angle, etc.
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Generally we don’t want any visible filters on the images. They should feel natural.  
If they feel to “cold”, please make them “warmer”. Use the before/after above as a 

guide for all imagery.

before  
(original)

before  
(original)

after 
(edit)

after 
(edit)
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illustrations
understand the cloud

What we do and how we do it. A glimpse into the 
future. We showcase the possibilities. This is how 

we can help our clients, taking them from hardware 
to everywhere.
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best practice
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good luck
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